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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to determine and compare candidate classroom teachers’ metaphoric perceptions
about reading and writing. The study was conducted with teacher candidates who were studying at Ömer
Halisdemir University’s Department of Elementary Education in Niğde/Turkey during 2016-2017 academic year.
A total of 266 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade candidate classroom teachers participated in the study. The study design
was organized according to phenomenological design. According to the study findings, teacher candidates
created 23 metaphoric categories in reading, 17 in writing and 15 in both reading and writing. The most
categories developed by classroom candidate teachers on the concept of reading is necessity. As to writing; the
most categories developed by classroom candidate teachers on the concept of writing is on expressing feelings.
The category with the least metaphor about writing concept is the negativity and watching. The common
metaphors used by the classroom teacher candidates regarding the concepts of reading and writing are mostly
gathered in the categories of water and its derivatives and life. Whereas the category with the least common
metaphors about is infinity. Another result of the research is that the teacher candidates produce a more negative
number of metaphorical concepts in the writing concept. Metaphors on the concept of writing are outpouring,
effusion and the man himself. As a result, metaphors can be used as a research tool to determine teacher
candidates' perceptions and opinions about reading and writing.
Keywords: metaphor, reading and writing, comparison
1. Introduction
Throughout people’s lives, there are certain skills that they use all the time and that they have used since
elementary school. The first skills that come to mind among these are no doubt the reading and writing skills
because if these skills were not acquired effectively, even daily lives will be limited, and life quality will
decrease. Prerequisites for literacy and functional literacy, these skills have a big role in people’s lives.
Reading is important in terms of people fulfilling themselves and maintaining their lives and in terms of being
used as a primary acquisition and sharing tool among all the educational fields starting from elementary school
to higher education (Maden, 2012).
Looking at the related literature, it is seen that there are many definitions regarding readings and that these
definitions include different characteristics of reading. Reading is the activity of making meaning from written
symbols by working psychomotor skills with cognitive behaviors (Razon, 1980). According to Akyol (2005, p.
1), reading is the process of meaning making in which prior knowledge is used in an organized environment in
line with appropriate method and purpose based on effective communication between the writer and the reader.
Kavcar, Oğuzkan and Sever (1997, p. 41) define reading as the process of seeing, perceiving and comprehending
a writing with its words, sentences, punctuation marks and other elements. Özdemir (2011, p. 11) describes
reading as perceiving, meaning making, comprehending and interpreting printed or written words through the
sense organs. Also, reading is the coding of a number of print-based elements and the thinking skills needed to
understand a text (Harris & Hodge, 1995). As is seen, there are various definitions made regarding reading.
Starting from the first years of elementary school to the last years of schooling, reading and reading
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comprehension are important factors for people’s success (Ünüvar & Çelik, 1999). The richness of reading
reflects on people’s worlds of thought and their lives. In addition, behaviors and worlds of thought of individuals
who read are different. While reading constitutes the basis for information acquisition, it also forms the basis for
critical thinking and interpretation. If people make effort to improve themselves instead of making effort to age,
they will be more productive (Ungan, 2008). There are, no doubt, many benefits of reading for people. Reading
allows people to learn new words, gain new insights, imagine new dreams and expand their horizons by
improving their creativity (Akyol, 2008).
As is known, learning happens mostly through reading. Students who do not have the habit of reading and who
do not comprehend what they read are not expected to be successful in their classes, to develop their vocabulary
and to gain new experiences (Ünalan, 2006).
Reading is an exciting way for people to better understand their experiences and to discover themselves. Reading
is one of the most effective tools in the systematic development of language and personality (Pala & Yıldız,
2012, p. 15). In addition to helping people increase their knowledge, reading helps people to develop different
perspectives, to increase their ability to interpret life and to improve their speaking and writing skills (Gün,
2012). Therefore, the concept of reading is also related to other language skills like listening, speaking and
writing. Starting from this point of view, it can be said that someone who reads a lot can also write well. In a
study conducted by Eroğlu (2013), the relationship between teacher candidates’ reading habits and accurate
writing skills was found positive, and students who read more frequently were successful in written expression.
Similarly, in his study, Clark (2010) put forth that there is a relationship between handwriting and early literacy
skills.
One of the four basic language skills, writing is a product of thought. Thought is a sum of products that emerge
as a result of certain accumulation. When a writing is finished and presented for use, there is no possibility to
come back and revise (Yıldız, Okur, Arı, & Yılmaz, 2006, p. 203). According to Güneş (2007, p. 107), writing is
the transfer of information that is constructed in the mind to writing. The writing process happens through
construction in the mind, and this process ends with thoughts being transferred to writing. For this to happen, it
is necessary to construct in the brain by understanding well what is said and read. The writing process starts with
reviewing the constructed information in the brain. Then, the information that will be written is selected by
determining the writing’s purpose, method, subject and limitations. Later, the selected information that goes
through various cognitive processes is transformed into letters, syllables, words and sentences (Güneş, 2007).
Akyol (2000: 146) defined the writing skills as the use of symbols and signs necessary for expressing thoughts
and as production of thought that is readable. In the Primary Turkish Education Curriculum (Meb, 2005: 22) ,
writing skill is explained as follows: “Writing is the written expression of feelings, thoughts, desires and plans.
Making up an important part of Turkish education, writing requires skills in addition to knowledge. These skills
are gained by practice. Writing skills is directly related to the reading skills. The development of students’
writing skills depends on continuous reading, writing, examining and discussing their writing, and finding and
using the expressions they like”.
Metaphor is described as a simile in the Turkish dictionary and defined as “the use of a word or a concept in a
way other than its accepted meaning” (TDK, 2011, p. 1641). Saban (2008, p. 460) argued that the concept of
metaphor symbolizes cognitive and intellectual comprehension system and that it has a literary and artistic
functions like other simile arts (for example, comparison, simile, allegory, etc.) used in metaphorical literature.
Metaphors help the expression to remain vivid and exciting (Altun, 2003, pp. 1-5). The word metaphor is derived
from the word “metapherein”, which is formed by the combination of the Greek word “meta” (change) and
“hperein” (transfer) (Levine, 2005, p. 172).
Metaphors are how one expresses a concept or a phenomenon by using analogies (Aydın, 2010, p. 1296).
Metaphors are considered tools to explain life, environment, events and objects by using different analogies
(Cerit, 2008, p. 694). The use of metaphors improves people’s creativity by associating the unknown with the
known and by creating new associations between concepts (Aydoğdu, 2008, p. 27). Conducting the first studies
on metaphors, the Greek philosopher Aristotle defined metaphor as a word string comparing two or more objects
that are not exactly alike (Angus & Rennie, 1988 cited in Karaırmak & Güloğlu, 2012). Also, Bruner (1979, p.
63) explains metaphor as people expressing their different experiences deeper and more emotionally through
images.
Some of the basic functions of metaphors are grasping, interpreting and transferring a large number of data and
information, perceiving new information and coping with uncertainty (Petrie & Oshlag, 1993 cited in Ekiz &
Koçyiğit, 2013). Metaphors are generally regarded as just a figure of speech and in this sense it appears to be
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related to language and the use of language (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2013) but its importance is more than this.
When words are not enough, individuals express some of their inner thoughts and feelings with metaphors in the
outer world (Zuniga, 1992).
In literature, there are many studies on metaphors discussing different topics. Some of these studies are about
students (Aydın & Sulak, 2015; Bektaş, Okur, & Karadağ, 2014, Gömleksiz, Kan, & Öner, 2012; Kahyaoğlu,
2015; Soysal & Afacan, 2012; Kırmızı & Çelik, 2015; Korkmaz & Bağçeci 2013; Oflaz, 2011; Şahin & Tüzel,
2014; Yalçın & Erginer, 2012;); some on teacher candidates (Aydın, 2011; Aydın & Yalmancı, 2013; Geçit &
Gencer, 2011; İlter, 2015; Kalyoncu, 2013; Ulusoy, 2013; Yalçınkaya, 2013; Yılmaz, Göçen & Yılmaz, 2013)
some on teachers (Ekiz & Koçyiğit, 2013; Ünal, Yıldırım & Çelik, 2010); some on administrators (Ünal,
Yıldırım & Çelik, 2010); and some on counselors (Karaırmak & Güloğlu, 2012). However, it is seen that there
are no two-way comparative metaphorical studies. In this sense, this study will be the first one to bring a
different perspective to the literature by a metaphorical view. Metaphors attract today's educators as it appeals to
the individual's own world to understand and to configure as a powerful mental mapping and modeling
mechanism (Arslan & Bayrakçı, 2006). In this study, classroom teacher candidates’ metaphorical views on the
concepts of reading and writing were discussed and comparisons were made.
2. Purpose
The sub-purposes developed for the study’s purpose are as follows:
1)

What are classroom teacher candidates’ metaphors regarding the concept of reading?

2)

What are classroom teacher candidates’ metaphors regarding the concept of writing?

3)

What are the categories classroom teacher candidates use regarding the concepts of reading and writing?

4)

How are classroom teacher candidates’ metaphorical perceptions regarding the concepts of reading and
writing negative?

3. Method
The study is designed as a phenomenological inquiry, one of the qualitative research methods. Phenomenology
aims to put forth the phenomena that people encounter in their daily lives as experiences, perceptions and
tendencies. People are aware of these phenomena but do not have in-depth and thorough understanding of them
(Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2013). In the study, the data were analyzed by content analysis.
4. Study Group
The study was carried with teacher candidates who were studying at the Department of Elementary Education of
Niğde Ömer Halisdemir University’s Faculty of Education, Turkey during the academic year of 2016-2017. 266
first-, second-, third- and fourth-year students participated in the study.
Table 1. Distribution of the study group according to sex
Sex

Number

Male

49

Female

217

Total

266

The majority of the study group is made up of female (217) students.
Table 2. Distribution of the study group according to years
Years

Number

1st-year

70

2nd year

97

3rd year

44

4th year

55

Total

266

The majority of the study group is made of second-year students.
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5. Data Collection
A form was developed by the researcher in order to determine participating classroom teacher candidates’
perceptions about the concepts of reading and writing. The students were asked to fill out personal information
about certain variables in the first section. In the second section, they were asked to complete the statements
“Reading is like … because …” and “Writing is like … because …”. According to Yıldırım and Şimşek (2005, p.
213), “analogies alone cannot reveal the descriptive and visual power of metaphors. Following this, it is
absolutely necessary to ask the reason. The power of analogies is really in this section which is related to the
adjectives”. For this reason, the students developed both metaphors and their reasons for the metaphors they used.
This was carried out for each year in one class hour. Later, the writings of the students were collected and
analyzed after the necessary steps.
6. Data Analysis
Students’ perceptions regarding the concepts of reading and writing were evaluated through content analysis. In
this process, the related analysis and process were carried out by examining many studies where metaphor
analysis was used. According to Yıldırım and Şimşek (2005, p. 227), the data that were summarized and
interpreted during the descriptive analysis was subjected to a more detailed process, and the concepts and themes
that could not be determined through a descriptive approach can be discovered through this analysis. The basic
process in content analysis is to bring together similar data within the framework of specific concepts and themes
and to interpret these by organizing them in a way that readers can understand (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2002, p. 227).
Before data analysis were made, the forms that were filled out by the teacher candidates were numbered. Then,
in order to easily identify the metaphors, the metaphors written by the participants were color coded for the
concept of reading and the concept of writing separately. Later, during the classification stage, a sorting process
took place. The forms of the students who could not develop a metaphor, who gave explanations by providing
their own views and who could not write reasons for their metaphors were eliminated and were not included in
the study. In this way, the number of papers that were 320 initially fell down to 266 papers. During the category
development stage, the developed metaphors were examined in terms of common characteristics, and conceptual
categories were created and grouped. The reasons students provided for their metaphors were also taken into
consideration while developing categories. Afterwards, the related data were entered in the excel program in the
computer environment, and percentage frequency values were calculated.
In addition to these, the validity and reliability analysis of the study were performed. For this, two experts
grouped the metaphors under categories. These categories were matched with the categories developed by the
researcher. After comparing these categories, the consensus and dissidence numbers were determined. Miles and
Huberman’s (1994) formula (Reliability = consensus/dissidence) was used to calculate the reliability coefficient.
According to this, the reliability coefficient was found to be .958.
7. Findings
In the present study, the metaphors developed by the classroom teacher candidates about the concepts of reading
and writing are presented in the following tables in line with the study purposes.
Table 3. Metaphors developed by the classroom teacher candidates about the concepts of reading
Category
necessity
saving
Reading journey

Metaphor

1

water22, food3,to breath5, to eat2, medicine2, air2, to be
born1, to live3, to rest2,
Piggy bank1, map1, sapling2, experience5, money5, forest5,
tree18, stream5
travel2, trip9, life journey12, adventure1, discovery4,
compass1, new life2

2

3

4

11 17

9

12

49

18.42

18 11

5

42

15.79

6

31

11.65

8

12 12

1

Total Percentage

Imagination-abstractness

dream7, imagination9,

7

6

0

3

16

6.02

food

cofee1, ashure1, ketchup1, nameless food11

3

6

3

2

14

5.26

Infinity- continuity

sea4, ocean3, life3, sky1, space1, igniting gunpowder1,

1

5

4

3

13

4.89

4

3

2

4

13

4.89

5

4

2

1

12

4.51

Different

window4,

using

someone

else’s

objects1,

originality-different worlds experience2, horizon1, bees collecting pollen1, key1, ending
of a period1, abstraction2
art

Folk song2, activity5, to listen music2, to do needlework2,
song1
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temporariness

pleasure2, bird1, stars1, desire to live1,

1

6

0

3

10

3.76

light

sun5, light1, knowledge2

2

2

1

3

8

3.01
2.63

tranquility

pencil1, paper1, theraphy5

0

2

4

1

7

making meaning

Symbol1, carpentry1, making meaning of life4, world1

2

1

1

3

7

2.63

movement

sports5, to run1

4

2

0

0

6

2.26

health

baby1, development5

2

1

1

2

6

2.26

love

love5

1

2

0

2

5

1.88

limitation

cliff1, page4

2

2

0

1

5

1.88

freedom

plane1, flying2, running away1

0

1

1

2

4

1.50

2

0

2

0

4

1.50

Seeing-looking

Looking at a scenery1, looking at a painting1, looking through
someone else’s eyes2

deservingness

jewelry2, friend2

1

3

0

0

4

1.50

dependence

To sleep1, radio1,not to be full up1,

0

1

2

0

3

1.13

Natural event

Wave1, snowball1, twister1

1

1

0

1

3

1.13

negativity

difficult2

1

0

0

1

2

0.75

watching

TV series, movie

0

2

0

0

Total

70 97 44 55

2

0.75

266

100.00

When Table 3 is examined, it is seen that the metaphor classroom teacher candidates developed the most is water
(f:22) under the necessity (f:49, 18.42%) category. This is followed by the metaphor tree (f:18) under the saving
(f:42, 15.79%) category and the metaphor life journey (f:12) under the journey (f:31, 11.65%) category. These
are followed by the metaphor food (f:11) under the food (f:14, 5.26%) category. It is also seen that the least
metaphors are developed under the negativity and watching (f:2, 0.75%) categories. The direct quotations about
the metaphors and their reasons given by the teacher candidates are as follows:
-

I think reading is like the world because it helps us to understand the world and the universe.

-

I think reading is like the sun because it warms people and enlightens their world.

-

I think reading is like the sea because it never finishes.

Table 4. Metaphors developed by the classroom teacher candidates about the concepts of writing
Category

Metaphor

1

2

3

4

Total Percentage

23 17

8

24

72

30.82

7

13

4

1

25

9.40

3

12

3

7

25

9.40

3

7

5

3

18

6.77

3

6

1

3

13

4.89

2

4

2

4

12

4.51

light2, feeling1, skill1, man himself8, outpouring13,
spirit1, thought accumulation2, effusion12, family1,
Writing Expression of feelings – inner world

theraphy2, to talk1, germination of a seed1, river3,
trust1, rain cloud1, psychologist1, number line1,
large body of water3, to cry1, blackboard1, tea1,
falls4, stream3, world of imagination2, mirror5
To sleep2, tranquility8, beauty4, medicine2, be going

comfort

great guns1, using one self’s property2, house3,
freedom3
connection1, diamond1, embroidery1, memory1,
recollection1, historical work1, memorşes1, pencil2,

permanence

nail1, person1, scar1, signature1, line in life1,
document1, tattoo1, world history1, to scratch1,
concretization1, trace4, record1, seal1

art
completion
negativity
necessity

painting4, craft2, weave carpet6, needlework4,
beautiful melody1, artist1
Symbolisation1,

movie5,

work2,

sentence2,

compositation1, home2
effort1, difficult7, rule1, occupation2, burst with
anger1,
power1, heart1, breath1, water8, phone1

productivity-originality

1

4

2

5

12

4.51

3

7

2

0

12

4.51

plant

tree5, seed3, sapling2, flower1

5

0

5

1

11

4.14

friend

good friend5, friend6

6

4

0

1

11

4.14
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eating drinking

Food8, Turkish coffee1

2

4

3

0

9

3.38

sensuality

love7, to fall in love1, favour1

2

4

2

1

9

3.38

infinity

sky3, large body of water1, ocean3,

0

3

2

2

7

2.63

0

3

2

1

6

2.26
1.88

To crawl1, machine1, construction5, rain1, sow
saving

seed1, TV series1, bees making honey1, to let the fox
guard the henhouse1, stream3, fall1, pencil, river1

to guide- journey

plane1, to travel4

2

1

1

1

5

experience

Life itself3, life1, world1,

4

0

1

0

5

1.88

movement

To do sports1, to run3

0

0

0

3

4

1.50

266

100.00

Total

70 97 44 55

When Table 4 is examined, it is seen that the most metaphors were developed under the by the expression of
feelings – inner world category (f:72, 30.82%). This followed by the permanence and comfort categories (f:25,
9.40%), and later by the art category (f:18, 6.77%). The least metaphors were developed under the movement
category (f:4, 1.5%). The direct quotations about the metaphors and their reasons given by the teacher candidates
are as follows:
-

I think writing is like a stream because it becomes clear as it flows.

-

I think writing is like a mirror because it reflects what is inside.

-

I think writing is like an occupation because it is tiring.

Table 5. Categories developed by the classroom teacher candidates about common concepts for reading and
writing
Category
Common

Concepts

Reading and Writing

for

Category

1

2

3

4

Total

percentage

Water derivatives

10

7

6

19

42

15.79

life

10

16

7

9

42

15.79

Art related

6

15

5

2

28

10.53

Imagination-abstractness

5

7

1

7

20

7.52

journey

8

9

1

2

20

7.52

Eating-drinking

5

6

5

2

18

6.77

tranquility

4

9

4

0

17

6.39

Expression of feeling-inner world

8

5

2

2

17

6.39

necessity

4

7

2

3

16

6.02

saving

2

4

2

2

10

3.76

sensuality

1

4

2

3

10

3.76

negativity

3

3

0

2

8

3.00

plant

2

0

5

1

8

3.00

temporariness-permanence

2

3

0

1

6

2.26

infinity

0

2

2

0

4

1.50

70

97

44

55

266

100.00

Total

When Table 5 examined, it is seen that the most common categories classroom teacher candidates developed for
the concepts of reading and writing both are grouped under the water derivatives (f:42, 15.79%) and life (f:42,
15.79%) categories. These categories are followed by the art (work) (f:28, 10.53%) category. The least common
categories were under the infinity category (f:6, 1.5%). The direct quotations about the common categories for
both of the concepts and their reasons given by the teacher candidates are as follows:
-

I think reading is like water because water gives life to plants. Just like that, reading keeps us alive.

-

I think writing is like water because writing is a necessity for me.

-

I think writing is like water because it keeps us connected to life.

-

I think reading is like art because it presents something that the student does not have.

-

I think writing is like art because it brings forth the aesthetics in people.
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Table 6. Negative metaphors about reading and writing
Reading

Writing

Solely negative: sea, to run

Solely negative: rule, to burst with anger, work, embroidery (3), tea

Reasons: Does not finish,
having shortness of breath

Reasons: Obligation, difficulty, exhaustion, long labor, end of things
Positive and negative together: friend, going great guns, craft, movie, sky, ocean (2), pencil, painting,
Turkish coffee
Reasons: love and hate together, both difficult and easy, difficult or easy depending on the person, will
either continue or end after one time, endless, never ends, constantly written, sometimes bitter sometimes
sweet

When the negative thoughts on reading and writing in Table 6 examined, it is seen that there have been no direct
negative metaphors developed about reading. However, when the reasons are examined, there are statements
evoking negativity. There are two of these. In writing, there are 10 (+-) both positive and negative metaphors and
7 (-) solely negative metaphors. As is seen, there are more negative metaphors developed about the concept of
reading. Some of the direct quotes are as follows:
-

I think reading is like running because when you run faster, you get shortness of breath.

-

I think writing is like going great guns because it is both difficult and easy.

-

I think reading is like bursting with anger because it is difficult.

-

I think writing is like a friend because I can transfer what I want, feel or hate.

-

I think writing is like Turkish coffee because sometimes it gives us a bitter taste but sometimes a sweet
taste.

8. Results and Discussion
When the related literature is examined, it is seen that there are studies on metaphors. However, similar to the
present study, there are no metaphorical studies where two different concepts were analyzed by combining them
together. In this respect, this study differs from the other metaphorical studies. In the study, it was aimed to put
forth classroom teacher candidates’ metaphorical perceptions about the concepts of reading and writing. In line
with this general purpose, it was aimed to group metaphors about reading, metaphors about writing and
metaphors about both reading and writing under categories. According to this, the most metaphors classroom
teacher candidates developed about the concept of reading are respectively: water (f:22), tree (f:18), life journey
(f:12), food (f:11) and travel (f:9). The metaphors developed for the concept of writing were discussed under 23
categories, and it was found that there were no metaphors directly evoking negativity. These categories are:
journey, necessity, food, movement, limitation, imagination-abstractness, saving, art, health, temporariness,
infinity-continuity, originality-different worlds, tranquility, light, love, freedom, seeing-looking, negativity,
watching, meaning making, natural event, deservingness and dependence. Similarly, in their study named “Book
as a metaphoric perception in last class of the primary and secondary students”, Bektaş, Okur and Karadağ (2014)
put forth positive metaphors about the concept of book. Discussing elementary school students’ metaphors
regarding the first reading and writing process, Kırmızı and Çelik (2015) found similar metaphors like plant,
plant’s development, skill, nature, fun, development, imagination, personalization, travel, sports, space,
innovation, food and tree were developed by the participants. According to this result, regardless of the
participants’ age, similar metaphors about reading and writing come to people’s minds. If metaphorical thought
is shaped by conditions in which the person is in, cognitive stance and experiences the person has, as Lakoff and
Johnson (2003) pointed out, it can be said that even if the age group of the sample is different, common concepts
emerge from similar experiences. Likewise, while similar metaphors about reading like art, water, travel, life and
painting were developed in Tiryaki and Demir’s (2016) study, metaphors like love, life, painting, water, travel,
imagination, eating food, new world, road and trip were developed in Mert’s (2013) study. In their metaphorical
study conducted with first-grade teachers on the process of teaching first reading and writing, Shaw, Barry and
Mahlios (2008), the metaphor “mountain” was compared to “challenging the mountain to climb it” during the
process of teaching first reading and writing.
According to the second purpose of the study, the most metaphors about the concept of writing were developed
in the expression of feelings-inner world (f:72, 30.82%), permanence (f:25, 9.40%) and comfort (f:9.36, 9.40%)
categories. The least metaphors were grouped under the movement (f:4, 1.5%) category. Besides, the metaphors
developed about the concept of writing were discussed under 17 categories. These are: expression of
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feelings-inner world, necessity, productivity-originality, saving, eating drinking, experience, sensuality,
movement, plant, art, comfort, infinity, permanence, completion, immortality, friend and guide-journey. The
results of this study show similarities with the results of Tiryaki and Demir’s (2016) study on the metaphorical
perceptions of teacher candidates on the skill of writing. Similarly, in their study, students developed the most
metaphors under the transference (41.6%) category and the least in the infinity (8.3%) category. In this study, too,
the most metaphors were developed under the expression of feelings (30.82%) category, which is similar to the
transference category, and the least under the infinity (2.6%) category. Also, in Mert’s (2013) study, similar
metaphors like mirror, water, catharsis, expression of oneself, outpouring, large body of water, pencil and trace
were developed about the writing skill.
According to the third purpose of the study, the most common metaphors classroom teacher candidates
developed for the concepts of reading and writing both are grouped under the water derivatives (f:42, 15.79%)
and life (f:42, 15.79%) categories. These categories are followed by the art (work) (f:28, 10.53%), life (f:20,
7.52%), travel (f:20, 7.52%) and eating-food (f:18, 10.53) categories. The least common metaphors developed
under the infinity category (f:6, 1.5%). In the common concepts used for both reading and writing, 15 categories
emerged. These are water derivatives, imagination-abstractness, travel, life, necessity, art, love, immortality,
tranquility, eating-food, tree, expression of feelings-inner world, saving, infinity and temporariness-permanence.
According to the fourth and last purpose, the metaphors containing negative thoughts about reading and writing
were examined. There were no direct negative metaphors about reading. However, when their reasons were
examined, there were only two. There were 10 (+-) metaphorical concepts containing both negative and positive
attributes about writing. There were 7 (-) metaphors evoking solely negativity.
However, it can be said that students’ metaphorical perceptions regarding both reading and writing are positive.
Nevertheless, compared to writing, students explained reading with less negative metaphorical concepts. This
can be explained by the fact that students have more difficulty with the writing skill. In Mert’s (2013) study, the
writing concept was stated with negative metaphors like difficulty, torment, revenge, torture, grave stone, death
and boring. It is expressed that there are various problems about the writing skill in every stage of education
from elementary school to university (Bağcı, 2007; Çeçen, 2011; Çelik, 2012; Erkınay, 2011; Göçer, 2011).
Among these reasons are the fact that organization about the form of the writing (paper layout, punctuation
marks, writing rules, writing style) comes before the organization about the content and students cannot list their
feelings and thoughts (Karatay, 2011).
As a result, metaphors can be used as powerful research tools in order to understand, determine and explain
teacher candidates’ perceptions regarding the concepts of reading and writing. In line with the study findings and
results, the following suggestions can be given:
Academicians, administrators, teachers, students and experts designing curriculum can benefit from the findings
and results of the study.
Metaphors can be used as a learning tool for students in all grades for reading and writing and courses similar to
these. By this means, students’ perspectives can be analyzed. The sample can be chosen from students studying
different departments or faculties or students studying in different cities and their metaphors regarding reading
and writing can be compared.
It is also evident that the concepts of reading and writing are associated with the metaphors developed by teacher
candidates. In future studies, studies where these two concepts are discussed together can be conducted.
In this study, metaphorical perceptions were obtained through qualitative method. Future studies can be enriched
studies using mixed designs, containing also the quantitative method.
The study determined that teacher candidates have more negative metaphoric perceptions about writing
compared to reading. In addition to organizing reading activities with students, entertaining writing activities can
be prepared to change their negative thoughts.
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